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M A T E R I A L S  S C I E N C E

Rapid liquid phase–assisted ultrahigh-temperature 
sintering of high-entropy ceramic composites
Hua Xie1,2†, Mingde Qin3†, Min Hong1,2†, Jiancun Rao4, Miao Guo1,2, Jian Luo3*, Liangbing Hu1,2*

High-entropy ceramics and their composites display high mechanical strength and attractive high-temperature 
stabilities. However, properties like strong covalent bond character and low self-diffusion coefficients make 
them difficult to get sintered, limiting their mass popularity. Here, we present a rapid liquid phase–assisted ultrahigh- 
temperature sintering strategy and use high-entropy metal diboride/boron carbide composite as a proof of concept. 
We use a carbon-based heater to fast-heat the composite to around 3000 K, and a small fraction of eutectic liquid 
was formed at the interface between high-entropy metal diborides and boron carbide. A crystalline dodecaboride 
intergranular phase was generated upon cooling to ameliorate the adhesion between the components. The 
as-sintered composite presents a high hardness of 36.4 GPa at a load of 0.49 N and 24.4 GPa at a load of 9.8 N.  
This liquid phase–assisted rapid ultrahigh-temperature strategy can be widely applicable for other ultrahigh- 
temperature ceramics as well.

INTRODUCTION
High-entropy ceramics—such as high-entropy borides (HEBs; con-
taining five or more different metal borides) (1–3), oxides (4), 
carbides (5, 6), nitrides (4, 7), and their composites—have recently 
received attention because of their attractive properties, including 
high melting points, high mechanical moduli, and good oxidation 
resistance (8, 9), which make them promising candidates for appli-
cations in high-temperature environments (10–12). As a new category 
of ultrahigh-temperature ceramics, HEBs can be synthesized in dif-
ferent ways including by reactive sintering of multiple commercial 
binary borides (1), through the reduction of metal oxides with bo-
ron (13), and via boron-metal reactive sintering (2). Compared to 
conventional binary boride ceramics, HEBs feature improved hardness 
and oxidation resistance (1). Increasing the density of high-entropy 
ceramics can also elevate their mechanical properties, such as hard-
ness (14). However, it is difficult to rapidly densify these ceramics 
because of the high covalent bond content and extremely low ele-
mental diffusion coefficients (e.g., 10−20 m2/s, even at 2200 K) (15–18). 
As a result, long exposure times to a temperature range of 2000 to 
2200 K along with the introduction of sintering additives are required 
to achieve densified borides by conventional ambient-pressure 
sintering approaches (16, 17). For example, the use of sintering 
additives such as boron carbide can react and remove the oxide im-
purities in the borides, which impede densification by forming more 
volatile species (19–23). However, mechanical properties of the 
composites, such as the hardness, show no pronounced improve-
ment even as the mass ratio of boron carbide or other additives is 
substantially increased under conventional sintering scenarios, which 
might be owing to the entrapped porosity present in additives 
(24, 25). Other factors such as the inconsistency of the thermal 
expansion coefficients of the matrix and additive components can 

further exacerbate the interface mismatches between the diboride 
and additive phases (26–28), compromising the mechanical prop-
erties of the composites.

Various strategies have been investigated to improve the densifi-
cation of the composites. For example, approaches that elevate the 
treatment temperature to above the melting point, such as arc melt-
ing (29–31), or by exerting an external pressure, such as hot press-
ing (32–34), can ameliorate the casting or sintering results of these 
ultrahigh-temperature ceramic composites. However, these methods 
can be difficult to apply for objects with ultrathin or complex geom-
etries because they can destroy the geometry by either melting it or 
crushing it. Furthermore, techniques that rely on completely melt-
ing the HEB have difficulty retaining the material’s uniformity for 
high-entropy compositions because of the inevitable microsegre-
gation of different compositions that occurs during solidification. 
The temperature for conventional furnace sintering or commonly 
used hot pressing would frequently not exceed 2500 K (3, 33), and 
the temperature for melting methods would often be higher than 
3300 K to ensure the complete melting of the high-temperature ce-
ramics. There is a huge temperature gap in between these ap-
proaches, and we can develop sintering methods in this high-temperature 
range to overcome the low diffusion coefficients and improve the 
densification, as well as elevate the overall mechanical performance 
of the HEB.

Here, we present a rapid liquid-phase sintering strategy that im-
proves the densification of high-entropy, high-temperature ceramics 
without losing their high-entropy structure. We heat the ceramics at 
temperatures greater than what can be achieved using a conventional 
furnace or hot pressing (~2500 K), but lower than the ultrahigh tem-
peratures achieved by techniques such as arc melting (~3300 K), 
which helps to promote effective densification but without completely 
melting the material, thus preserving the high- entropy structure.

RESULTS
For a proof of concept, we mixed a composite of an HEB metal 
diboride [(Ti0.2Ta0.2Mo0.2W0.2Zr0.2)B2] with a boron carbide addi-
tive and used carbon-based Joule heaters to rapidly heat the com-
posite to an ultrahigh yet controlled temperature of ~3000 K for 
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approximately 2 min in the ambient gas pressure environment 
(Fig. 1A). At this temperature, while the primary solid HEB phase is 
maintained, at the interface, HEB and boron carbide form a eutectic 
liquid that can penetrate and fill the voids between the grains and 
lead to the formation of a low–melting point intergranular Zr-rich 
dodecaboride (ZrB12) phase. High-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM) revealed that the boron carbide phase can 
form coherent structures with the HEB, suggesting that the HEB 
grain surface provides nucleation sites and guides the grain growth 

for the boron carbide during the cooling process. The composite 
ceramic presents a high hardness and can reach 36.4 GPa at an initial 
load of 0.49 N while still maintaining a value of 24.4 GPa when the 
load is increased to 9.8 N. We carefully control the local tempera-
ture under the melting points of the HEB to avoid damaging the 
geometry of the composite sample, whereas the temperature is 
set notably higher than that with conventional sintering methods to 
promote the formation of the eutectic liquid. Our sintering strategy 
has filled the temperature gap between conventional furnace methods 
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Fig. 1. Sintering schematic and comparison with conventional approaches. (A) Schematic demonstrating the rapid liquid phase–assisted ultrahigh-temperature 
sintering process. The HEB/boron carbide composite is heated up to 3000 K for ~2 min in an atmospheric pressure environment, which results in the formation of a low–
melting point ZrB12-based intergranular phase that bonds with the HEB and boron carbide after cooling. (B) This sintering strategy has filled the temperature gap in 
conventional sintering approaches.
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Fig. 2. The influence of temperature and phases on the sintering results. Phase diagrams of the (A) B-Zr, (B) B-C, and (C) ZrB2-B4C components (36, 38, 41). At 3000 K, 
the high-entropy metal diborides can maintain a solid state, while the boron carbide couples with the HEB to form the eutectic liquid phase. Scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) images showing the morphologies of the composite samples at different sintering temperatures of (D) 2400 K, (E) 3000 K, and (F) above 3300 K. The optimal 
temperature here for the rapid sintering of the HEB composite is around 3000 K. at %, atomic %.
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and arc melting (Fig. 1B), offering a more flexible approach for the 
sintering of high-temperature ceramics, particularly for objects with 
ultrathin or complex geometries.

The synthesis process begins by mixing elemental boron and 
transition metal powders (Mo, Zr, Ta, Ti, and W) and heating the 
materials to 2000 K in an argon-filled environment to trigger the self- 
propagating exothermic reactions for the synthesis of the HEB. Ex-
cessive boron powder and Ketjenblack carbon were added to ensure 
the complete removal of volatilizable oxide impurities (e.g., B2O3) 
and the in situ synthesis of boron carbide. The HEB/boron carbide 
composite powders acquired above (fig. S1) were further pressed 
into pellets, and the rapid liquid-phase high-temperature sintering 
process was conducted as the treatment temperature was elevated 
to 3000 K by a carbon-based heater and maintained for 2 min (see 
details in Materials and Methods). Phase diagrams of Zr-B (Fig. 2A), 
Ta-B, and Ti-B (fig. S2, A and B) (35–41) demonstrate that at 3000 K, 
the main HEB phase can maintain its solid state, while boron carbide 
(Fig. 2B) melts when the temperature is higher than 2723 K and forms 
a eutectic liquid with the HEB. Other elements from the HEB, such 
as W and Mo (fig. S2, C and D), that cannot form AlB2-type 
diborides can dissolve in and become stabilized in the HEB as a sub-
stitutional solid solution at higher temperatures, which is confirmed 
by our previous results (2). The eutectic liquid features a lower 

solidification point than the HEB (Fig. 2C and fig. S3), and a new 
intergranular-phase ZrB12 can form, filling in the voids between HEB 
and boron carbide grains after cooling down (~2355 K; Fig. 2A).

To evaluate the impact of the sintering temperature on the composite 
morphology, we sintered the composite at different temperatures. 
Figure 2 (D to F) presents the resulting fractured cross-sectional 
surface scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the composite 
samples sintered at 2400, 3000, and 3300 K, respectively. When the 
sintering temperature was set to ~2400 K (Fig. 2D), similar to that 
of conventional furnaces, the sintering driving force of the reduc-
tion in surface energy is rather low, as the SEM image shows that the 
composite powder still maintains the porous geometry, although we 
observed some necking effect. The results suggest that not enough 
eutectic liquid is formed at the temperature of ~2400 K and that 
longer heat treatment duration is needed to densify the composite.

However, when the sintering temperature is elevated to 3000 K 
(Fig. 2E), HEB can maintain its solid state, and the eutectic liquid is 
well confined in between the HEB grains. As indicated in the SEM 
image, the ceramic composite is well sintered in a short time. When 
we continue increasing the temperature to 3300 K, the eutectic liquid 
amount is substantial, and HEB framework starts to melt, which is 
further exacerbated by the plasma generated by the carbon heater at 
this temperature range in the argon environment. As a result, the 
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Fig. 3. Composition analysis. (A) The polished cross-sectional SEM image of the synthesized composite. (B) SEM image with false colors to delineate the three different 
phases. (C) XRD patterns of the synthesized composite. HEB dominates the peak signals due to the high Z values and electron density of the transition metal elements. 
(D) TEM image of the grains and EDS mapping of the different elements, including B, Mo, Zr, C, Ta, Ti, and W, respectively. The dominant phase is the HEB with Mo, Zr, Ta, 
Ti, and W uniformly distributed, and the small grains belong to boron carbide. a.u., arbitrary units.
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sample is unable to maintain its original geometry and becomes 
a spherical ingot after the temperature is gradually cooled down, 
which resembles the samples achieved via arc melting method (fig. 
S4). Dendrite arms observed in the SEM image (Fig. 2F) indicate a 
noticeable solute redistribution. Such microsegregation of the ele-
ments can decrease the element distribution uniformity in the HEB. 
Therefore, the optimal temperature here for the rapid sintering of 
the HEB composite is around 3000 K as it balances the need to form 
the eutectic liquid for the liquid phase–assisted sintering without si-
multaneously melting the composite.

To achieve the rapid sintering result, we carefully tailored the 
temperature to ~3000 K in view of the component phase diagrams 
to accelerate the densification process without melting the whole 
sample. The final sintered pellets at 3000 K were then cut and polished 
for further detailed characterization. SEM revealed the polished 
cross-sectional surface of the sintered composite, which featured an 
apparent density of around 99% calculated on the SEM results (Fig. 3A 
and fig. S5). The three phases present different contrasts due to the 
electron signals carrying backscattered electron information captured 
by the Everhart-Thornley detector. Figure 3B shows a zoomed-in 
SEM image with false colors to delineate the three different phases: 
the dominant phase (shown in yellow), secondary phase (magenta), 

and an intergranular phase (blue). The intergranular phase (volume 
ratio, 8.9%) occurs at the boundary regions between the dominant 
phase (volume ratio, 66.5%) and the smaller-grain secondary phase 
(volume ratio, 23.6%) after the rapid high-temperature sintering. 
Figure 3C presents x-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of the 
synthesized ceramic composite. The dominant phase belongs to the 
HEB (42), but because of the relatively small atomic numbers (Z) 
and low electron density of the boron and carbon elements, the dif-
fraction peaks of other compositions are overwhelmed by the much 
stronger peaks from the HEB phase.

To further evaluate and analyze the compositional distribution 
of the different grains, we used the focus ion beam (FIB) technique 
to slice a thin composite layer of ~60 nm in thickness for TEM anal-
ysis (fig. S6). Figure 3D and fig. S7 show the energy-dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of the three different phases. The 
mapping results confirm the boron carbide grains (with the boron 
element dominating the composition), whereas Zr and B elements 
make up the intergranular phase with remnant elements such as Ta 
and Mo, which should be a ZrB12 based phase according to the phase 
diagram analysis above (Fig. 2A). In the HEB phase, all the transi-
tion metal elements are uniformly distributed to corroborate the high- 
entropy state, which appears darker in the TEM image because of 
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Fig. 4. EELS and electron diffraction analysis of the phases. (A) STEM image with false colors (boron carbide, magenta; ZrB12, blue; and HEB, yellow) and EELS mapping 
of the boron and carbon element distribution. (B) EELS B-K edges for the three different grains. (C) Carbon atomic ratio across a boron carbide grain, which indicates a 
composition of B13C2 here. (D to F) HRTEM of the grains from boron carbide, ZrB12, and HEB, together with their corresponding SAED patterns, which further confirmed 
their crystal lattice structures: B13C2 (space group: R-3m, PDF number: 03-065-6874) (47), ZrB12 (space group: Fm-3m, PDF number: 04-003-5571) (48), and HEB (space group: 
P6/mmm, PDF number: 04-001-2357 AlB2 type) (42). Scale bars, 2 nm.
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their stronger electron scattering capabilities. Although the boron 
carbide phase was directly formed via the reaction between the ele-
mental boron and the carbon black during the self-propagation re-
action, EDS mapping could not completely resolve the carbon 
distribution because of its relatively weak signal.

DISCUSSION
Because of the similarity in both electronic and nuclear scattering 
cross sections for boron and carbon atoms, it is difficult to resolve 
their exact occupation in the grains with the TEM-EDS analysis 
above. In addition, boron carbide usually has variable stoichiometric 
ratios (36), and the specific composition ratio of boron and carbon 
should be determined for the specific grains. To further investigate the 
distribution of light element boron and carbon in the FIB-prepared 
sample, electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) was conducted to 
evaluate the borides and boron carbide grains. Figure 4A presents a 
scanning transmission electron micrograph (STEM) of the three 
phases with false colors (magenta, blue, and yellow representing the 
boron carbide, ZrB12, and HEB phases, respectively), as well as the 
EELS mapping to show the compositional distribution of the B and 
C elements. The boron carbide and ZrB12 phases present prominent 
B-rich structures (43, 44), consistent with the EDS results above, 
whereas the carbon element signal is essentially confined to the bo-
ron carbide grains, which indicates that no other transition metal 
carbides were formed. The EELS B-K fine structure profiles from 
the three phases (Fig. 4B) with different chemical shifts of the edges 
for the grains indicate the different valent states of the boron atoms 
(10, 45, 46). The dodecaboride ZrB12-based phase contains a B12 
cube- octahedra structure, resulting in a very different energy-loss onset 
profile from that of the boron carbide and HEB (10). We measured 
the carbon atomic ratio across a boron carbide grain (Fig. 4C) and 
found that the value fluctuated from 10 to 15% and dropped precip-
itously at the grain boundaries. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(fig. S8) further corroborated the existence of multichemical states 
of the boron element in the HEB, ZrB12, and boron carbide.

Figure 4 (D to F) shows HRTEM images of the three different 
phases and their corresponding selected-area electron diffrac-
tions (SAEDs). The fast Fourier transform of the boron carbide 
lattice and its SAED (Fig. 4D) further confirmed that it displays a 
structure of B13C2 [space group: R-3m, powder diffraction file (PDF) 
number: 03-065-6874] (47), as also validated by the EELS analysis 
above. The HRTEM and SAED patterns also further confirm the 
ZrB12’s rhombohedral structure (space group: Fm-3m, PDF number: 
04-003-5571; Fig. 4E) (48), consistent with the EDS and phase di-
agram analysis above. Meanwhile, the HEB phase features a hex-
agonal structure with a space group of P6/mmm (PDF number: 
04-001-2357 AlB2 type; Fig. 4F) (42), in which the transition metal 
ions are intercalated between sheets of the layered boron atom 
structure. More SAED results are listed in the Supplementary Materials 
for the phase analysis during the calculation of phase structures 
(figs. S9 to S11). The electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) tech-
nique was used to measure the grain sizes and crystal orientations 
of the HEB and ZrB12 phases. Figure S12A presents the EBSD normal- 
direction inverse–pole figure orientation maps, and the grain size 
distributions of the HEB and ZrB12 phases are shown in fig. S12 (B 
and C, respectively).

The rapid ultrahigh-temperature sintering technique not only 
can create the eutectic liquid phase for the fast densification but also 
helps improve the interfaces between the boron carbide and HEB.  
Coherent interface can be found in the composite, as shown in 
Fig. 5A. The HRTEM image (Fig. 5B) and SAEDs indicate that the 
boron carbide and HEB grains can have coherent interfaces, as the 
zone axis [010] of B13C2 is parallel to the [21  

_
 1  ] zone axis of HEB and 

the (101) plane of boron carbide is coherent with the (  
_

 1  20) plane 
of HEB. This coherent structure indicates that the HEB surface pro-
vides nucleation sites that guide the grain growth of the boron car-
bide, which can further improve the interfacial binding between the 
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two components. We further conducted Vickers hardness ex-
periments to evaluate the effectiveness of this eutectic liquid– 
assisted ultrahigh-temperature sintering approach (Fig. 5C). We used 
the same ultrahigh-temperature sintering approach to synthesize a 
HEB without boron carbide and intergranular ZrB12 phases (detailed 
characterization can be found in fig. S13). The rapid high-temperature 
sintered composite features a hardness of 36.4 GPa at a loading force 
of 0.49 N and can maintain a good value of 24.4 GPa even after the 
load is elevated to 9.8 N, much higher than that of the HEB without 
boron carbide and intergranular ZrB12 phases. The prominent hard-
ness improvement suggests that the rapid eutectic liquid–assisted 
ultrahigh-temperature sintering technique improves the densifica-
tion of the composite.

Our rapid sintering approach also presents applicable in the syn-
thesis of coatings or ultrathin free-standing membranes. Figure 5D 
shows the photos of a drill bit with and without the HEB composite 
coating, and Fig. 5E presents the cross-sectional image of the HEB 
composite coating achieved via multiple-pulse ultrahigh-temperature 
sintering. Figure 5F depicts a free-standing HEB composite mem-
brane with a thickness of around 50 m, which usually cannot be 
achieved by conventional spark plasma sintering or arc melting 
methods.

In summary, we have demonstrated a rapid liquid phase–assisted 
ultrahigh-temperature sintering technique for high-temperature 
ceramic composites. Taking the HEB composite as a proof of con-
cept, the temperature was carefully controlled at 3000 K to maintain 
the HEB solid state while also producing a small fraction of eutectic 
liquid to enable liquid-phase sintering. Upon cooling, a low–melting 
point ZrB12 intergranular phase was further formed to fill the voids 
between the HEB and boron carbide. HRTEM revealed that the boron 
carbide phase presents good coherent structures with the HEB, which 
benefits the interfacial adhesion between the two components. The 
composite ceramic presents a prominently increased hardness of 
36.4 GPa at an indentation load of 0.49 N and still maintains a 
high value of 24.4 GPa when the load is further increased to 9.8 N, 
which is higher than that of the HEB without boron carbide and the 
intergranular ZrB12 phase. Our rapid ultrahigh-temperature sinter-
ing approach can successfully overcome the low diffusion coeffi-
cients of the ceramics to promote effective densification and enables 
the sintering of coatings or free-standing high-temperature ceramic 
membranes, which could not be easily achieved by conventional 
spark plasma sintering or arc melting methods. This strategy 
also opens new opportunities to sinter other ultrahigh-tempera-
ture ceramic composites such as carbides, nitrides, and silicides.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Carbon-based Joule heat sintering setup
The Joule heating components are composed of two pieces of carbon 
felt strips. An alumina plate was used to fix the carbon felt. Copper 
tape was attached on the alumina stage as the current collectors, and 
silver paste was used to connect the carbon felt strips and the copper 
current collectors to decrease the contact resistance. A VOLTEQ 
supply was used as the DC power source to elevate the temperature 
of the Joule heating components with a tunable current (0 to 50 A) 
and voltage (0 to 100 V). The temperature was calculated from the 
ultraviolet-visible spectra captured with a Vision Research Phantom 
Miro M110 high-speed camera. The temperature error bar is of 
approximately ±100°C (49).

Preparation of the HEB composite powder
The boron and transition metal elemental powders were weighed at 
a nominal ratio of (Mo0.2Ta0.2Ti0.2W0.2Zr0.2)B2, mixed, and ball-
milled for 5 hours. Additional 80 mole percent (mol %) excess bo-
ron elemental powder and 7 mol % Ketjenblack carbon were added 
to compensate for the evaporative loss of boron oxide during HEB 
formation reactions and for the in situ synthesis of boron carbide. 
The ball-milling jars were sealed in Ar environment to avoid the 
oxidation of the elementary powders. The well–ball-milled powder 
was transferred and uniformly piled in between the two carbon 
felt heaters in an Ar-filled glovebox. The heat ramp rate and tem-
perature of the carbon heater were carefully controlled via the DC 
power supply (maximum power of 5000 W). The temperature was 
rapidly elevated to 2000 K to trigger the self-propagating reactions.

Preparation of the sintered composite pellets
The powder after the self-propagating reaction was milled and pressed 
into pellets with a diameter of 8 mm, which were sandwiched by the 
carbon felt heater. The temperature was then elevated to 2400, 3000, 
or 3300 K to sinter the pellet. The heating duration lasted for 2 min, 
and the power supply was turned off before the sample pellets were 
cooled down to room temperature. The sintered pellets were broken 
in half before further characterization.

Materials characterization
The morphology of the pellet surface was evaluated on a Tescan 
XEIA Plasma FIB/scanning electron microscope. XRD of the electro-
lyte was performed on a D8 Bruker Advanced X-ray Diffraction system 
using a Cu K radiation source operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The 
scattering angles were from 20° to 130°. The Cu K1 wavelength 
was 1.54059 Å.

TEM specimens were prepared by an in situ lift-out technique in 
a dual-beam system (GAIA3, Tescan, Czech Republic). First, a piece 
of the studied materials was mechanically ground and polished. 
Then, a slice with dimensions of 20 m by 10 m by 2 m was cut 
off from the finely polished surface of the bulk material by the FIB 
with a Ga+ source operated at 30 keV and 3 nA. The slice was then 
transferred to a TEM grid for further thinning by FIB with step- 
decreasing acceleration voltages and currents. Last, the lamella was 
polished at 5 keV and 15 pA until it was ~80 nm thick. The subse-
quent TEM study was carried out in a JEM 2100F equipped with 
Bruker EDS and Gatan EELS/GIF systems operating at 200 keV for 
the characterization of the interfaces between the boron carbide and 
HEB grains.

Hardness measurement
Vickers microhardness measurement was conducted on a diamond 
indenter with multiple loading forces, starting from 0.49 N and a 
holding time of 15 s and further increased to 9.80 N following 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) C1327 (50). 
More than 50 measurements were carried out at different locations 
to minimize the microstructural and grain boundary effects.

Fabrication of HEB composite coating and membrane
The prepared HEB composite powders [40 weight % (wt %)], toluene 
(45 wt %), and fish oil (0.5 wt %) were weighed and milled for 
3 hours. After the milling, benzyl butyl phthalate (8.5 wt %) and 
polyvinyl butyral (6 wt %) were added and milled for 6 hours to 
form a slurry. The slurry was coated on the drill bit or cast onto a 
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polyethylene terephthalate sheet, and squares (10 mm) were cut and 
preheat-treated at 300°C for 1 hour. The coating was densified at 
3000 K with multiple-pulse ultrahigh-temperature sintering. The 
free-standing membrane was sintered at 3000 K, and the duration 
was adjusted to 5 s.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abn8241
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